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Enhance User Experience and Reduce Turnover by
Optimizing Your Video Network
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The Cisco Service Provider Video Optimization Service is designed to
achieve business outcomes based on your priorities.
Figure 1: Service Provider Priorities
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As more and more people are linked to the Internet and potentially
to your company’s network through mobile devices, the cloud, social
media, and the Internet of Everything, it’s crucial to identify which people
and devices should be granted access - and which shouldn’t. Those
that shouldn’t can convey malware into your network, and adversaries
are making increasingly sophisticated attacks. How can you reliably tell
who’s who and what’s what?
The Cisco® Identity Services Engine (ISE), either by itself or as part of
a Cisco TrustSec® security solution, provides a centralized engine for
defining and enforcing access policies. This identity-based platform
gathers real-time information from the network, users, and devices. It
uses this information along with standards-based controls to accept or
reject would-be users across your network.
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